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SUPERINTENDENT'S MESSAGE:

PRMS – RCMP PRESENTATION & IMPAIRMENT GOGGLES ACTIVITIES:

ROOSEVELT – CEDAR SLIPS & CEDAR AWARDS:

LAX KXEEN – OUTDOOR LEARNING:

December is kindness month and what a great what to begin a season
of caring and sharing. In last week’s newsletter, we added a kindness
calendar with suggestions of acts of kindness which we can do each
day of the month. Can you imagine what would happen if we all
consciously reached out to each other in kindness each and every
day? “The wonderful thing is that it’s so incredibly easy to be kind”
(Ingrid Newkirk). So remember, be kind to each other!
- Irene LaPierre, Superintendent of Schools
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Lax Kxeen’s outdoor classroom is taking shape! There is a
shed on school property which stores wooden stools and a
large tent for teachers to use in rainy weather. The Lax Kxeen
students have been learning some things outdoors this fall. A
number of classes went to Butze Rapids to learn about plants
and their medicinal properties. Students also participated in
scavenger hunts for science and math subject areas. Examples
of this include: identifying death and decay in the fall, and
counting practice with natural objects found in the forest.

DECEMBER KINDNESS CALENDAR:
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

The Roosevelt primary collaboration team has come up with a new school initiative - Cedar Slips and Cedar Awards.
This initiative is based on the following competencies/character strengths: communication, creative thinking, perseverance,
collaboration, self-reflection, & respect. “Cedar Slips” will be used to acknowledge and reward students who are exhibiting these
character strengths, as a form of positive reinforcement and to build a positive school culture. Cedar Slips are little pieces of
paper staff can give out to any student they see showing these character strengths. At each monthly assembly, admin will
draw several Cedar Slips - winners will get to choose a book prize. Monthly assembly awards will now correlate with these 6
character strengths on the Cedar Slips - these awards will be called "Cedar Awards." Each teacher can choose 3 students per
month to receive a Cedar Award for exhibiting one of these competencies/character strengths (with the intention of every
student receiving one by the end of the year).

The RCMP visited PRMS' grade 8’s last week with 
a presentation and interactive activity on the
dangerous effects of alcohol and marijuana
consumption. Students took part by participating
in three stations using different types of
impairment goggles.


